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There are buildings that exist among us that are required in the survival of There are buildings that exist among us that are required in the survival of 
our beautiful nation. Exploring the ideas of law enforcement, criminology, our beautiful nation. Exploring the ideas of law enforcement, criminology, 
public safety and how architecture can make an impact in our everyday public safety and how architecture can make an impact in our everyday 
lives is causal for our future. While learning how design can play a role in lives is causal for our future. While learning how design can play a role in 
crime prevention and how architecture communicates the justice system crime prevention and how architecture communicates the justice system 
and values of Americans.  I have explored ideas in better ways to design and values of Americans.  I have explored ideas in better ways to design 
jails, prisons, hospitals, police departments, federal buildings to work jails, prisons, hospitals, police departments, federal buildings to work 
better with the criminal justice system. better with the criminal justice system. 

The benefits of design and architecture in the workspace has shown to inThe benefits of design and architecture in the workspace has shown to in-
crease productivity and allow everyone to move around fluidly without crease productivity and allow everyone to move around fluidly without 
feeling like being micromanaged. Proper design in a busy building can orfeeling like being micromanaged. Proper design in a busy building can or-
ganize workspace and optimize workers performance while also give ganize workspace and optimize workers performance while also give 
enough privacy to complete confidential work. How does architecture and enough privacy to complete confidential work. How does architecture and 
design better the lives of the employees and people that make the criminal design better the lives of the employees and people that make the criminal 
justice system work? To redesign and improve the function and purpose of justice system work? To redesign and improve the function and purpose of 
the police station for safety, efficiency, and a symbol for the community the police station for safety, efficiency, and a symbol for the community 
that it serves. To improve the quality of life for everyday citizens.that it serves. To improve the quality of life for everyday citizens.
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